
 Solution Summary 

 
 
Apporto’s virtual computer lab seamlessly streams apps, as well as desktops from 
Windows, Mac, or Linux operating systems straight to a user’s browser on any device. 
  
Our solution leverages the latest technologies to deliver a very responsive user 
experience - even for very demanding graphical applications. The VCL also packs 
numerous features that are key for education - including integration with the Learning 
Management System, virtual classrooms, scheduling, analytics, and more.  
  
All resources and applications are centrally and safely maintained in the cloud, so users 
do not need to house or maintain any of the programs or software on their own 
machines. Instead, they simply log in to the Apporto portal to access everything they 
would use when visiting the brick-and-mortar campus computer lab.  
 

• Flexible and dependable access users want: Users have a great experience no 
matter where they are thanks to state-of-the-art techniques such as advanced 
compression, geo-optimization, and autoscaling  

• Plan your budget with confidence: Predictable and transparent billing with no 
overages, no surprises, and no additional costs 

• Frees up IT: Apporto handles backup, recovery, monitoring, antivirus, and more as 
part of its service 

• Supports equity and inclusion: Users can use any piece of software that they 
would in the physical computer labs on any device, whether they own a $100 Acer 
Chromebook or a $2,800 M1 MacBook Pro 

• Hands-on learning in a true virtual classroom: Faculty can see all their students' 
screens at once, communicate with students who are raising their hands, and 
share screens to help students who are falling behind 

• Plug and play integration with your LMS: Apporto integrates with most major 
learning management systems, enabling streamlined assignment submission and 
grading activities. No logins, uploads, or downloads are needed. 

• NEW! Modular cyber labs: Delivered in the browser, our modular cyber labs are 
easily customizable, enabling educators to develop a high-impact curriculum that 
ignites interest and supports instructional goals  

 
Visit www.apporto.com to arrange a live demo and see how you can start transforming 
your students’ learning journeys in as little as two weeks. 

Virtual Computer Labs 
A powerful and flexible virtual computer lab experience that improves 

student outcomes, reduces administrative burdens, and controls costs. 


